
Wow, I can’t believe it’s Day 4 already! You’re doing fabulous and
I’m so excited you’re sticking with your commitment to this
challenge!

So far, you did a makeover of your money story, chose a symbol
that represents the freedom, abundance, love…you believe
money will give you, and found evidence of all the ways money is
showing up in your life.

Today you’re going to speed up the manifestation process!

Day 4 Become a Money Magnet

This process is fun, yet powerful because it gets you to focus on
ways you want to spend money. When you spark fun and joy
while focusing on all the ways you want to spend money, you
open yourself up to manifesting the very things you want.



Using this tool also puts you in an abundant mindset and lets
you practice what it feels like to spend money while having a
limitless supply of it!

When you begin to tap into the feeling of freedom and
abundance, you open up to allowing more experiences that will
cause you to feel freedom and abundance.

Remember, what we focus on grows and expands, so why
not focus on what you want!

Your Prompt for Day 4:

Imagine you have a recurring credit line of $500 in your bank
account that replenishes itself every time you virtually spend it.
Wouldn’t that be nice!

While you go about your day, just imagine all the things you
might buy and feel the freedom of being able to “spend” this
money over and over again because it keeps replenishing itself.
You can also do some online virtual shopping!

Imagine that you have the freedom to virtually spend this $500
again and again all day long.



Now let’s make it tangible and here’s where you have choices, so
pick the ONE activity that appeals most to you:

❖Write out everything you’re “buying” so you can see the
abundance on paper, right in front of you.

❖ If you’re more of a visual person, you can cut out or copy
and paste pics of what you’d buy onto a sheet of paper or
poster board, so you can see the images. (That way you’re
creating those mental pictures for your subconscious to get
to work on creating!)

❖ If you’re more of a digital kind of person, you may prefer
creating a digital board in Pinterest.

Example:



Look back at the virtual spending vision board OR list that you
created and allow yourself a minute or so to experience all the
great feelings and gratitude that bubble up inside of you.

Since we attract with our emotions, spend a few minutes a day
feeling appreciation. Appreciation is one of the highest
vibrations you can feel, which will allow you to attract what
you want more quickly.

And the Universe will deliver to you more to be appreciative for!

Make gratitude and appreciation a practice that you spend a few
minutes doing each morning or night.

Have fun with today’s assignment!


